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FADE IN:

**EXT. WOODS – NIGHT**

High in a tree.

A tiny FAIRY with long blond hair, asleep on a leaf.

Stars twinkle above her. Stardust drops from the stars, falls down to her, dusting her. She stirs.

NARRATOR (VO)
Sprinklings from twinkling stars waken her.

Her eyes blink open.

A horse's NEIGH O.S.

She peers over the edge of the leaf.

NARRATOR (VO)
Under moonlight glistening unicorns at play.

CLEARING

Moonlight shines down on two magnificent, white UNICORNS as they gallop around in a circle after each other.

BACK TO THE FAIRY

She sits upright, stretches her arms. Her wings.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
The little one stretches her wings. Night time is the beginning of her day.

A pack of FIREFLIES fly toward her. They move away, and back again, as if trying to coax her from her leaf.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
The magical night is calling her. For what fun without her could there be?

She smiles at them.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Tonight fireflies light the way --

The fireflies spiral down to the clearing.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- to the fairy land jubilee.

A PATCH OF CLOVER

NARRATOR (V.O.)
From pillows of clover she springs.

A brown-haired FAIRY stands on clover, holding a wand.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Like a dainty doll on display.

She jumps up, takes flight.

BACK TO SCENE

The brown-haired fairy flies to a few FAIRIES. They all fly together.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Joining other fairies with fluttering wings. Spreading happy dust before light of day.

Each fairy waves a wand, happy dust falls to the ground.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Toads on toadstools commence to leaping.

EXT. POND - DAY

Plump toads smile and RIBBIT as they hop from toadstool to toadstool.

EXT. WOODS - DAY

A rainbow stretches down from the sky, to a brook next to a willow tree.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
A rainbow tickles a tune across a brook.

Xylaphone TONES play as different colors of the rainbow force ripples in the water. The water LAUGHS.

WIND blows the willow branches, reveals its friendly face. Closed eyes.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
The wind nudges the willow --

The tree SNORES.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- Still sleeping.

Moving down the tree.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Hungry picnic ants --

A couple ANTS in chef hats, aprons, begin to bar-b-que.

NARRATOR (V.O)
Anxiously begin to cook.

CLEARING

A DRAGONFLY and a HONEY BEE jitterbug dance together.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Dragonfly and spelling bee are
dancing. Rhythmic mushrooms twist
to bow and face.

Two MUSHROOMS twist, bow to each other.

A CHERRY TREE

in full bloom. Its smiling face fades quickly. A sour look
takes its place. A branch reaches to its face. Fingers
extend from the end of the branch. The tree plugs its nose.

A BUG pulls a flower from the tree, puts it behind its ear.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
A stink bug plucks a flower from
cherry tree. Plump bullfrogs on
water lilys sing bass.

POND

BULLFROGS sit on water lilys and belt out their SONG. RIBBIT
RIBBIT RIBBIT.

EXT. WOODS - CLEARING - NIGHT

Fairies flutter around happily together in the moonlight.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
Dancing then graciously floating.

They do a few fancy moves.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Fluttering then whimsically soaring. Until nights beam graciously greets morning ray.

They wave their wands.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Creating a happy time in a most wonderful place.

Happy dust drops from their wands, to the ground. The ground turns gold.

FADE OUT.